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The proliferation of quantitative strategies indicates investors
increasingly recognize the benefits of using data and technology
and applying a scientific investment approach to generate returns.
Advancement of this kind led to the emergence of a “new” beta
category and means the investment universe no longer divides neatly
into funds that seek alpha or beta. Similarly, the nomenclature used
to define the strategies has become indefinite. Unfortunately, the
blurring of strategies and terms has led to confusion and frequent
conflation of two distinct strategies: smart beta and alternative beta.
It is critically important the investment community better
understands the difference between smart beta and alternative beta
because they aim to deliver markedly distinctive risk-and-return
profiles and, accordingly, serve different purposes in an investment
portfolio.
This article clarifies the two categories with respect to investment
objectives, implementation and fees. The comparative analysis
focuses on equity-based strategies, but the arguments presented
are asset class agnostic. Ultimately, this comparison intends to help
investors make well-informed investment decisions.

of equity markets. As such, their expected Sharpe ratio should be
higher than that of the market.
The strategies’ distinct objectives mean they tend to fall into
different allocation buckets within an investor’s portfolio. Smart
beta strategies behave like an equity investment and typically fall
under the long-only, growth portion of a portfolio. Alternative beta
strategies, in contrast, are largely uncorrelated to equities, so they
are often viewed as an absolute-return strategy and a diversifier
within a portfolio.

Investment objectives
Smart beta and alternative beta strategies exploit a similar set
of factors, often behavioral return anomalies such as value or
momentum, but use them to generate entirely different return
streams.
Smart beta strategies are generally designed to provide exposure
to equities with a higher Sharpe ratio — that is, a better risk-adjusted
return — than conventional, market capitalization weighted
indexes. It attempts to achieve this by constructing portfolios based
on factors that have empirically shown higher Sharpe ratios than
those using market capitalization. Ultimately though, performance
of many smart beta strategies closely correlates with equity markets,
and thus much of their risk and return is driven by the market.
Figure 1 shows the result based on a set of popular funds.
Alternative beta strategies, in contrast, are designed to exhibit
almost no correlation to equity markets to provide a “pure”
exposure to the factor they are attempting to exploit. They should
have little to no beta exposure to equity markets and, ideally, target
a specific level of volatility that is independent of the volatility
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Implementation
Smart and alternative beta strategies differ in their implementation.
Generally speaking, smart beta strategies are constructed as longonly portfolios meant to provide exposure to equities by following
indexes constructed by weighting that is different from those
weighted by market cap. They buy stocks and avoid derivatives and
other financial instruments with embedded leverage. Some of the
more sophisticated smart beta strategies will attempt to neutralize
sector biases that can be associated with certain market phenomena,
such as the low volatility factor that tends to overweight utilities.
Like traditional market capitalization indexes, smart beta strategies
are often rebalanced based on a fixed, periodic basis, so in between
rebalancing dates, exposures to market factors can vary.
Alternative beta strategies are constructed as long/short portfolios
to have minimal beta exposure to equities, meaning leverage is
typically used to meet return and risk targets. As such, alternative
beta strategies will not only buy stocks, but also derivatives and
other financial instruments with embedded leverage. Implementing
a long/short portfolio means shorting equities, which requires
experience with prime brokerage agreements, margin requirements,
financing costs, and an understanding of true levels of short
interest and availability. Alternative beta strategies often have a
higher turnover because they typically target a constant risk and
often reassess both signals and risks daily, based on the market
environment.
Fees
Smart beta strategies are ostensibly cheaper than alternative beta
strategies. However, a comparison of fees without consideration for
the desired outcome for each strategy is overly simplistic.
Most of the risk and return for smart beta strategies comes from
equity markets, in our example the S&P 500. The “active risk”
component, that is, the risk from the smart beta component, is much
smaller.
Bear in mind, in today’s marketplace of financial products,
investors can source passive exposure to the market risk through lowcost index funds and exchange-traded funds for basis points. Figure
2 shows that, based on our previous sample of smart beta funds, 86%
of the risk is explained by the market or S&P 500 and only 14% is
explained by the active bet on certain factors. In contrast, nearly all of
the risk for typical alternative beta strategies should be derived from
non-market factors. Once the fees are normalized by the amount of
risk from non-market factors, they appear to be more comparable for
smart and alternative beta strategies.

hedge funds to provide diversification. Their different investment
objectives and implementation requires a different skill set from the
investment manager.
Although smart beta strategies appear to be cheaper, investors
would be wise to examine fees in the context of the risk exposure
and return profile they are seeking. We would argue that when
the fee is normalized by the amount of risk from the smart beta
component, the costs of the two strategies are comparable.
As institutions continue to invest in quantitative strategies and
examine the merits of smart and alternative beta, it is our hope
that investors will better understand the two strategies, what they
aim to deliver, how they fit within a portfolio’s construction, and,
ultimately, make more informed investment decisions.

Conclusion
Smart beta strategies seek to provide a higher Sharpe ratio than
traditional, market-capitalization indexes. In contrast, alternative
beta strategies are absolute-return strategies, historically used by
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